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Abstract. Core-collapse supernovae (CCSNe) are intrinsically multi-scale, multi-physics and
multi-dimensional phenomena. Because of the enormous complexity, the first-principles
numerical simulations under realistic input physics are strongly required to uncover the explosion
mechanism, predict observational signals (neutrinos, gravitational waves and electromagnetic
waves) and prove physical state in extremely hot and dense matter of supernova core. We have
tackled the development of multi-dimensional radiation-hydrodynamic code with full Boltzmann
neutrino transport and performed several scientific CCSNe simulations in the last few years. In
this article, we report the recent progress of our CCSNe numerical simulations with the most
up-to-date equation-of-state (EOS) and nuclear weak interactions. We also present preliminary
results of non-rotating CCSNe simulations in spatial axisymmetry.

1. Introduction

The explosion mechanism of core-collapse supernova (CCSN) is one of long-standing problems
in our universe. CCSNe are intrinsically multi-scale, multi-physics and multi-dimensional
phenomena with there being a complex interplay of all four fundamental forces in nature. First-
principle numerical simulations are the most promising approach to reveal the nature of the
explosion mechanism. They have made rapid progress with ever increasing computational
resources in the last few years. Indeed, nowadays sophisticated three-dimensional CCSNe
simulations can be carried out with sufficient long-term in post-bounce phase [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7]
and some of these simulations demonstrated the success of shock revival. In addition to
this, under axisymmetry in space, CCSNe simulations with full Boltzmann neutrino transport
are also possible on ∼ 10 PFLOPS supercomputer facilities and our group achieved such
simulations [8]. We keep improving our code towards general relativistic three-dimensional
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CCSNe simulations with full Boltzmann neutrino transport, which will be performed in the
exa-scale era of computational facilities.

Nuclear equation of states (EOSs) and weak interactions in hot and densed matter are other
key ingredients for core-collapse supernovae (CCSNe). Thermodynamical quantities given by
EOS play a primary role for hydrodynamics. Weak interactions also dictate exchanging energy,
momentum and leptons between neutrinos and matter, which affect the dynamics of CCSNe. On
the other hand, accurate treatments of EOS and weak interactions on CCSNe simulations are
very challenging issues, for instance, we have not yet fully undersood the property at supranuclear
densities at the moment due to many difficulties on theories, observations and experiments (see a
recent review by [9]); the description of nuclear abundances relevant to CCSNe has not yet been
well established due to the appearance of extremely heavy nuclei where no experimental data
are available. The ambiguity of nuclear state obscures the effect of neutrino-nucleus interactions,
which implicitly but significantly influence on CCSNe.

Very recently, we improved the input physics by developing self-consistent treatments of
nuclear EOS and weak interactions. We employ an up-to-date EOS whose uniform matter
is computed based on the variational method with including realistic nuclear force. For
inhomogeneous nuclear matter, the full ensemble nuclei are taken into account with various
finite-density and thermal effects. The abundance of nuclei is used to compute reaction rates of
nuclear weak interactions such as electron captures of heavy nuclei and electron and positron
captures of light nuclei. In this article, we briefly report the essence of these improvements and
then present recent results of CCSNe simulations with incorporating these improvements.

2. Multi-nuclear VM EOS

In this section, we describe the essence of physics in multi-nuclear variational method (VM) EOS.
The free energy density is calculated with the variational many-body theory. The Hamiltonian
consists of the kinetic, the AV18 two-body potential [10] and the UIX three-body potential
[11, 12] terms. This formulation is extended to non-uniform nuclear matter at sub-nuclear
densities to compute the free energy density of unbound nucleons that drip from heavy nuclei,
fn,p, as well as the bulk energies of heavy nuclei, Ebulk

AZ . The free energy density of non-uniform
nuclear matter is given by

f = ηfn,p +
∑

AZ

nAZ ×
{

κT

[

ln

(

nAZ

gAZ(MAZT/2πh̄
2)3/2

)

− 1

]

+MAZ

}

, (1)

where nAZ , MAZ , and gAZ are the number density, mass, and internal degrees of freedom
for nucleus with the mass number A and atomic number Z. The excluded volume effects for
nucleons and nuclei are defined as η = 1/[1 −

∑

AZ(nAZA/nsAZ)] and κ = nB/n0, respectively.
The quantities n0 is the nuclear saturation density of symmetric matter. We also take into
account the dependencies of iso-spin of each nucleus, Z/A, and temperature on the saturation
densities of heavy nuclei, nsAZ .

The mass model for heavy nuclei with atomic numbers 6 ≤ Z ≤ 1000 and mass numbers
A ≤ 2000 is expressed as

MAZ = Ebulk
AZ + Esurf

AZ + ECoul
AZ + Eshell

AZ . (2)

The surface energy Esurf
AZ and Coulomb energy ECoul

AZ depend on number densities of uniformly-
distributed dense electrons, dripped nucleons and on shape changes of heavy nuclei from normal
droplets to bubbles just below nuclear normal density. The shell energies of heavy nuclei Eshell

AZ ,
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which represent microscopic effects such as neutron- and proton-magic numbers and pairing, are
taken from the experimental and theoretical mass data [13, 14]. The temperature dependencies
of Eshell

AZ and gAZ are also phenomenologically taken into account. The mass model of the light

nuclei with Z < 6 is given by MAZ = Mdata +∆ECoul
AZ +∆EPauli

AZ +∆Eself
AZ where Mdata is the

experimental mass, ∆ECoul
AZ is Coulomb energy shift, and a quantum approach is incorporated

to evaluate Pauli-energy shift ∆EPauli
AZ and self-energy shift ∆Eself

AZ .

3. Electron and positron captures

We calculate weak interaction rates of nuclei which are evaluated under the consistent treatment
with the nuclear abundances provided by the EOS. For some nuclei, we use the reaction data in
[15, 16, 17, 18], which are based on the shell model or its extension. It should be noted, however,
that these theoretical computations do not cover the full nuclei which appear in CCSNe. We
adopt an analytical formula as a function of the Q-value [16] for the neutron-rich and/or heavy
nuclei with the unavailable data:

λAZ =
(ln2)B

K

(

T

mec2

)5

×
[

F4(ηAZ)− 2χAZF3(ηAZ) + χ2
AZF2(ηAZ)

]

, (3)

where K = 6146 sec, χAZ = (QAZ − ∆E)/T , ηAZ = (µe + QAZ − ∆E)/T with the electron
chemical potential µe, and Fk is the relativistic Fermi integrals of order k. The Q-value is defined
as QAZ = MAZ−MA,Z−1, where the finite temperature and density effects on the nuclear masses
given by Eq. (2) are included with being consistent with the nuclear abundances on EOS tables.
We use the detailed balance relation to evaluate the rate of neutrino absorption on heavy nuclei.

As for light nuclei, we include the following weak interactions in our simulation, referring to
[19],

(elpp) : νe +
2 H←→ e− + p+ p, (4)

(ponn) : ν̄e +
2 H←→ e+ + n+ n, (5)

(el2h) : νe + n+ n←→ e− +2 H, (6)

(po2h) : ν̄e + p+ p←→ e+ +2 H, (7)

(el3he) : νe +
3 H←→ e− +3 He, (8)

(po3h) : ν̄e +
3 He←→ e+ +3 H. (9)

For neutrino absorptions on deuterons of Eqs. (4) and (5), we use the data of vacuum cross section
[20]. To account for the medium modification on deuteron mass such as ∆ECoul

AZ , ∆EPauli
AZ , and

∆Eself
AZ , we introduce the shifted neutrino injection energies as E∗

ν = Eν + m∗

2H − m2H with
masses of deuteron in medium, m∗

2H, and in vacuum, m2H. The in-medium mass is evaluated
by the same mass model in the EOS. As an example, the neutrino absorption rate of Eq. (4) is
expressed as

1/λ(Eν) = n2H

∫

dpe

[

dσν2H
dpe

[E∗

ν)

]

(1− fe(Ee)], (10)

where n2H is deuteron number density and fe denotes the Fermi-Dirac distribution of electrons.
The rate of the electron/positron capture on two nucleons forming a deuteron (leftward reactions
of Eqs. (4) and (5)) can be evaluated through the detailed balance with the rate of the absorption.

Electron captures on deuterons of Eqs. (6) and (7) can be estimated with the assumption
that the matrix elements of electron and positron captures are equivalent to those of neutrino
absorptions for Eqs. (4) and (5) as

dσe2H
dpν

∼ 1

2

dσν2H
dpe

, (11)
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where 1
2 comes from the difference in spin degrees of freedom between neutrino and electron.

This is a reasonable approximation for CCSNe conditions, in which injection energies of leptons
are not greatly large and, hence, the energy deposit to the relative motion between two nucleons
is negligible. Three bound nucleons, 3H and 3He, interact with neutrinos via breakup or charge
exchange, the latter of which is dominant neutrino opacity source. Therefore, we treat only the
charge exchange reaction as described in Eqs. (8) and (9). Those rates are calculated as

1/λ(Eν) = n3H

[

G2
FV

2
ud

π(h̄c)4

]

peEe[1− fe(Ee)]B(GT ), (12)

where n3H is triton number density, B(GT ) = 5.87, and Vud = 0.967. Here, in-medium effects
on nuclear masses are not taken into account.

4. Full Boltzmann code for CCSNe

All simulations presented in this article are performed by our multi-dimensional (multi-D)
neutrino-radiation-hydrodynamic code [21, 22]. We solve Boltzmann equations for neutrino
transport. The basic equation of our Boltzmann solver starts with the conservative form of the
Boltzmann equation in general relativity:

1√
−g

∂

∂xα

∣

∣

∣

∣

qi

[

(

eα(0) +
3
∑

i=1

ℓie
α
i

)√
−gf

]

− 1

ν2
∂

∂ν
(ν3fω(0)) +

1

sinθ̄

∂

∂θ̄
(sinθ̄fω(θ̄))

+
1

sin2θ̄

∂

∂φ̄
(fω(φ̄)) = Srad, (13)

where g, xα are the determinant of the metric, coordinates of space-time, respectively, and f
is the neutrino distribution function; eα(µ)(µ = 0, 1, 2, 3) denote a set of the tetrad bases for a

local orthonormal frame; ℓi are directional cosines for the direction of neutrino propagation with
respect to eα(i). The three components of ℓi can be written as

ℓ(1) = cos θ̄,

ℓ(2) = sin θ̄cos φ̄,

ℓ(3) = sin θ̄sin φ̄, (14)

where θ̄ and φ̄ stand for the polar and azimuthal angles. We further define coordinates qi in
momentum space- q1 = ν, q2 = θ̄ and q3 = φ̄ with ν being the neutrino energy in this local
orthonormal frame and also expressed as ν ≡ −pαeα(0) with the four momentum of neutrino, pα.

In this paper neutrinos are assumed to be massless. ω(0), ω(θ̄), ω(φ̄) are given as

ω(0) ≡ ν−2pαpβ∇αe
β
(0),

ω(θ̄) ≡
3
∑

i=1

ωi
∂ℓ(i)

∂θ̄
,

ω(φ̄) ≡
3
∑

i=2

ωi

∂ℓ(i)

∂φ̄
,

ωi ≡ ν−2pαpβ∇αe
β
(i). (15)
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These ω’s can be expressed with the Ricci rotation coefficients. Srad on the right hand side of
Eq. (13) originates from the collision term for neutrino-matter interactions.

In the 3+1 formulation of GR, the line element is expressed as

ds2 = (−α2 + βkβk)dt
2 + 2βidtdx

i + γijdx
idxj, (16)

where α, βi and γij denote the lapse function, shift vector and spatial 3-metric, respectively. In
our extended Boltzmann code, the time-like basis eα(0) is chosen so that it should coincide with

the unit vector nα normal to the spatial hypersurface with t = const. This choice is a natural
extension from our previous SR Boltzmann solver. Then three other spatial tetrad bases are
taken so that they should be tangential to the spatial hypersurface. In this paper we assume
that the space-time is flat and is foliated with flat spatial hypersurfaces, on which we deploy
the polar coordinates (x1 = r, x2 = θ, x3 = φ). Then non-vanishing components of the 3 metric
are γrr = 1, γθθ = r2 and γφφ = r2sinθ2. The spatial tetrad bases are chosen so that the e(1)
be parallel to the radial coordinate, and e(2) be tangential to the surface spanned by ∂t and ∂θ,
and e(3) be orthogonal to the other two:

eα(1) = (0, γ−1/2
rr , 0, 0)

eα(2) =

(

0,−
γ
−1/2
rθ

√

γrr(γrrγθθ − γ2rθ)
,

√

γrr
γrrγθθ − γ2rθ

, 0

)

eα(3) =

(

0,
γrφ
√

γφφ
,

γθφ
√

γφφ
,
√

γφφ

)

. (17)

We employ the central scheme for numerically solving the Newtonian hydrodynamic equations
(see also [23]). The direct method of matrix inversion are employed to solve Poisson equation
of Newtonian gravity. For all simulations, we employ the same weak interaction rates as those
used in [8] except for electron and positron captures on nuclei. In our simulations, we cover the
spatial domain of 0 ≤ r ≤ 5000km by spherical polar coordinate. We deploy 384 grid points for
radial direction and 128 grid points for lateral direction. In momentum space of neutrinos, we
use 20, 10 and 6 grid points for energy (0 ≤ ǫ ≤ 300MeV), lateral angular grid (0◦ ≤ θ̄ ≤ 180◦)
and azimuthal angular grid in neutrino momentum space, respectively. In this study, we employ
11.2 solar masses progenitor in [24].

5. Result

The shock wave produced at core bounce expands rather gradually with time, but the prompt
convection pushes the shock wave further outward. The increase of shock radius enhances the
neutrino heating, which further accelerates the shock expansion. As shown in Figure 1, multi-
dimensional fluid instabilities such as neutrino driven convection and standing accretion shock
instability (SASI) distorts the post-shock flow and then the morphology of post-shock flows is
much different from spherical symmetry. Around t ∼ 150ms the shock wave goes through rapid
expansion in the north side due to kinetic attack by turbulent motions behind the shock wave,
and then it reaches in r ∼ 600km around t ∼ 200ms (see Figure 2).

Overall dynamics is very similar as LS model in [8] which also shows the sign of shock revival.
Our results also share with other CCSNe simulations the qualitative trend that s11.2 progenitor
explodes more easily than other more massive progenitors. It is important to emphasize that the
inner structure of proto-neutron star (PNS) is different from those of LS model [8]. We also find
that weak interactions between neutrinos and light nuclei quantitatively affect both neutrino
cooling and heating. More detailed analysis of these effects are currently underway which will
be presented in the forthcoming paper.
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Figure 1. Entropy (left) and velocity (right)
map at t = 150ms after bounce.
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Figure 2. Same as Figure 1 but for
t = 200ms after bounce.
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Figure 3. Entropy contour with fluid ve-
locity vector (left) and electron-type neutrino
flux vector (right) at t = 150ms after bounce.
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Figure 4. Same as Figure 3 but for
t = 200ms after bounce. The offset of PNS
can be clearly seen.

Although the global shock dynamics is similar as LS model in [8], we obtain a new
phenomenon in this simulation, which is a recoil of PNS. The recoil of PNS can be seen by
comparing between Figures 3 and 4. As mentioned before, the shock wave expands rapidly in
the north side, which gives a linear momentum to PNS towards south side. In our CCSNe code
the shift vector is utilized to specify the movement of spatial coordinates so that they could
track the PNS motion approximately (see [22] in more details).

Although the detailed analysis of PNS recoil is currently underway, the asymmetric
gravitational field gives the driving force of the kick. The asymmetric neutrino pressure in
the optically thick region also play an important role to determine the acceleration of PNS,
meanwhile other previous simulations took ad-hock prescriptions inside of PNS. Thanks to the
moving mesh technique, we self-consistently treat both global asymmetry of shock expansion
and a recoil of PNS. It should be noted however, our CCSNe simulations do not guarantee a
conservation of total linear momentum. We are currently improve our code in order to reduce a
violation of linear momentum, which will be also presented in the forth coming paper.
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6. Summary

In this article, we make a report of our recent progress of CCSNe project. We substantially
improve the input physics such as nuclear EOS and weak interactions recently and then perform
spatially axisymmetric simulations of 11.2 solar masses progenitor. We find that the shock wave
expands with ℓ = 1 asymmetry which triggers the recoil of PNS. The recoil of PNS can be
consistently handled by our moving mesh technique in full Boltzmann radiation-hydrodynamic
code. The moving mesh technique is developed based on the 3+1 formalism of general relativistic
Boltzmann equation, indeed, we make use of shift gauge to trace the motion of PNS. Our result
is the first evidence of appearance of PNS recoil in CCSNe simulations with elaborate input
physics and sophisticated treatment of neutrino transport. The recoil of PNS would generate
the asymmetric neutrino radiation and may affect the shock expansion in CCSNe, all of which
are currently analyzed in detail and will be reported in our forthcoming papers.
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